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Statistical Mechanics of Adsorption. VII. Thermodynamic Functions 
for the B.E.T. Theory* 

TERRELL L. HILL 

Department of Chemistry, University of Rochester, Rochester, New York 

(Received October 13, 1948) 

As an application of the thermodynamic methods discussed in an earlier paper, thermodynamic functions 
are calculated from the B.E.T. statistical model. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

T HE thermodynamic methods given in an earlier 
paper! can be used to calculate thermodynamic 

functions from experimental isotherm data. In par
ticular, the free energy of the adsorbate, assuming an 
inert adsorbent,! can be broken down into the entropy 
and heat content of the adsorbate. When an appreciable 
number of suitable experimental systems have been 
treated in this way, the results should be very useful in 
testing theories of adsorption. In anticipation of this, 
we summarize ,here for future reference the thermo
dynamic functions calculated from the statistical B.E.T. 
theory.2.3 The B.E.T. theory is the only real theory of 
physical adsorption in tractable form at the present 
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FIG. 1. Heat content and internal energy per molecule of 
adsorbate relative to the liquid state (L') as zero. 

* Presented at an A.A.A.S. Gordon Research Conference, New 
London, New Hampshire, June 23, 1948. 

1 Terrell L. Hill, J. Chern. Phys. 17, 520 (1949). 
2 S. Brunauer, P. H. Emmett, and E. Teller, J. Am. Chern. Soc. 

60, 309 (1938). 
3 T. L. Hill, J. Chern. Phys. 14, 263 (1946). 

time. It is well known that the theory fails in general, 
on comparing theoretical and experimental isotherms,. 
outside the range O.05<plPo<O.35. Since the adsorp
tion isotherm gives, essentially, the Gibbs free energy 
of the adsorbate, it follows that thermodynamic func~ 
tions calculated from the B.E.T. theory outside the 
above range will generally disagree with experimental 
functions. Inside the range, in view of the crudeness of 
the B.E.T. model, it is rather to be expected that, al
though the Gibbs free energy may be correct, the divi
sion of the free energy into heat content and entropy 
terms will be predicted incorrectly by the theory. This 
remains to be seen. 

In general, only statistical mechanical theories are 
useful in the above connection, as kinetic (e.g., the 
original B.E.T. theory2) or thermodynamic theories do 
not give the dependence of crucial parameters on tem
perature and on detailed molecular properties. Ulti
mately, the adsorbate will have to be treated as essen
tially a liquid perturbed by the surface. 

II. THE B.E.T. MODEL 

We follow reference 3 closely (and therefore omit 
details), except for a few obvious changes in notation. 
The adsorption isotherm is, writing x = pi po, 

O=N sIB=cx/(l-x)(l-x+cx)=N slaG. = ria, (1) 

where G. is the surface area, r the surface concentration, 
and 

(2) 

The quantities j Land EL refer to the liquid state4 (L') 
in which liquid is in equilibrium with gas at vapor 
pressure po. 

We restrict the generality of the following treatment 
in this way: We assume E!, EL, and a are independent of 
temperature. 

From standard statistical formulas relating E. and 
A. to the partition function Q., we find 

Es=[l-x][ -E!+kT2(a Injs/dT)] 
+X[-EL+kT2(a lnh/dT)], (3) 

• T. L. Hill, J. Chern. Phys. 15, 767 (1947), Eq. (21). We might 
point out here that in writing Eq. (13) of reference 3 the approxi
mation was made (but not mentioned) of writing }J.L=AL/NL 
(Le., the term PV L/N L was ignored). Of course, this is ordinarily 
an excellent approximation. An equivalent assumption was made 
in obtaining Eq. (10) from Eq. (9) of that paper. The same ap
proximation has also been used elsewhere in this series. 
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FIG. 2. Heat content, internal energy, and isosteric heat per mole
cule of adsorbate relative to the liquid state (L') as zero. 

where Es=Es/N s (we use small capital letters through
out to represent extensive properties per molecule-see 
reference 1), and for the spreading pressure 'P, 

'P/ akT= In[B/(B- X)]=ln[(I-x+cx)/(1-x)], (4) 

which is a well-known result (X is the equilibrium num
ber of molecules in the first layer). Then· 

Hs= ES+('P/r)= Es+[(1-x)(I-x+cx)/cx]kT 
Xln[(1- x+cx)/ (1- x)]. (5) 

For the liquid in the state L', 

We assume the gas phase is a perfect gas. Then 

EG= (3/2)kT +kP(a lnjG/ aT), (9) 
H G= EG+kT, (10) 

where jG is the internal partition function. The (equi
librium) values for AE, AH, and AS of adsorption are 
then easily found. For example, 

Hs-HG=T[Ss-Sa(p)] (11) 

= ES+('P/r )-(S/2)kT-kP(a lnjG/aT). (12) 

From the definitionl of the differential heat of 
adsorption, 

qd= EG- Es- N s(aEs/ aN s)a. T 
= EG- Es-N s(aEs/ax)r(axjaN s)a, T (13) 

=EG-Es+[ -El+EL+kT2(a lnjs/jL/aT)] 
X[x(1-x)(1-x+cx)/(1+x2(c-1»)]. (14) 

The isosteric heat q.t is given byl q.t=qd+kT=Ha-iis , 
whereiis = (aH/aN.)p,T, a andH=E+PV refers to the 
complete two-component phase adsorbent-adsorbate 
as in solution thermodynamics. 

The above relations have been used to check thermo
dynamic equations such asl 

HG-iis=qst=Ha-Hs+(T/r)(a'PjaT)r, (15) 

(a lnp/ aT)",= (H a- H s)/kP, etc. (16) 

Special Case 

EL'=kP(a lnjdaT)-EL"'Hr.'. (6) In order to make numerical calculations, specific 

Then 

Es- EL'= (1-x)[( -El+kP(a Injs/aT) 
-(-EL+kP(a lniL/aT»], (7) 

H s- H L' = Es- EL'+[(1-x)(1-x+cx)/cx]kT 
Xln[(1-x+cx)/(1-x)]. (8) 

choices must be made for j s, j L, and j a. We consider the 
following simple special case:3 

j L= (kT/hvL)3e, 

js= (kT/hIlS)3, 

(a lnjG/aT) =0, 

_--------t~~~~-__ 

(17) 

(18) 

(19) 
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FIG. 3. Effect of js/iL value on 
heat of adsorption for c= 100. 
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~ In H.=E.+.pa+pv; and similar equations, the (negligible) term PI', is not provided by the B.E.T. model in its usual form. 
See references 3 and 4. 
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FIG. 4. Entropy per molecule of adsorbate relative to the liquid 
state (L') as zero. vdW refers to a van der Waals first layer. The 
curves labeled (1) vdW, a'=O, c=1000, js/jL=28.6, and (2) 
B.E.T., c= 100, js/iL=5.43 happen virtually to coincide. We have 
used the equation T(ss-SL')=Hs-HL'-kTlnx in calculating 
these curves. 

where liS and ilL are independent of T. We then find, 
for example, 

(Es- EL')lkT= - «El- EL)/kT)(l-x), (20) 

(Hs- HL')/kT= - [(El-EL)/kT][l-x] 
+[(l-x)(l-x+cx)/cx] 

Xln[(l-x+cx)/(l-x)], (21) 

Ha-Hs=q.t= (l-X)El+XEL-!kT 
- [(El- EL)x(l-x)(l-x+cx)/ 

(1+x2(c-l»)]. (22) 

It is convenient to define** an "isosteric" equivalent of 
HL'-Hs, Q.t: 

(23) 

= [(El- EL)/kT][(l-x)2/(l +x2(c-l»)]' (24) 

It will be noticed that Q.t~O for all x if El>EL. 
One can show, incidentally, that for js/ h= 1 the 

minimum in the entropy curve (Fig. 4) occurs at 8---tl 
and X---t lie! as c---t 00 • 

III. MOBILE FIRST ADSORBED LAYER 

For comparison, we give here equations for the special 
case equivalent to Eqs. (17)-(19) when the first layer 

** In a recent paper which had not come to the author's at
tention when the present paper was submitted, Gregg and Jacobs 
[Trans. Faraday Soc. 44,574 (1948)J obtain an equation equiva
lent to Eq. (24). Also, Davis and De Witt O. Am. Chern. Soc. 70, 
1139 (1948) J give an expression for a quantity AER (= Qat) 

obeys a two-dimensional van der Waals equation6 (put 
jjn=kT/hlln in Part III of reference 6). One finds by 
the same methods as above, using Eqs. (17) and (19), 

'P/ akT= [8(1-x)/(I- 8(I-x»] 
- (/3/2)82(1- X)2 
=In[Cx(I-8+8x)/O(I-x)2], (25) 

(Es-EL')/kT= - (l-x)[[(El-EL)lkT]+l 
+ ({1/2)8(1-x)], (26) 

(Hs- H L')/kT= - (l-X)[[(El- EL)/kT]+.B8(I-x) 
- [8(1-x)/(1- O(l-x»]], (27) 

where a=l/b' and {1=2a'/b'kT. 

IV. DISCUSSION 

Curves calculated for the above special cases are given 
in Figs. 1-4. Figure 1 gives H sand Es for the B.E.T. 
model and j s/ j L = 1. The abscissa is also the c = 1 curve 
for Es. Figure 2 gives more details for c= 100. The 
functions given are plotted against 8 instead of x in this 
figure. The expected effect on the heat content and 
isosteric heat of changing js/iL (keeping c constant; 
see Eq. (2» is shown in Fig. 3. The significance of the 
value js/iL=5.43 is discussed below. 

Figure 4 gives the entropy of the adsorbate for a 
number of cases. The lowest pair of curves may be con
sidered as reference curves for a van der Waals first 
layer; the next lowest pair serve as references for the 
B.E.T. (localized) model. The relative position (local
ized versus mobile) of these two pairs of curves can be 
analyzed but has little physical significance because the 
choice j s/j L= 1 for both is unrealistic. Using the meth
ods of an earlier paper7 we have estimated, as an ex
ample, that for argon on potassium chloride at 900 K 
jS/jL (mobile) = 28.6 and js/iL (localized)=5.43. The 
effect on the reference curves of changing j s/ iL = 1 to 
these values can be observed in Fig. 4. The entropy 
increases with increasing j sl j L. 8 The mobile model now 
has a higher entropy than the localized model. The van 
der Waals curve for a' = 0, C = 490, and j s/j L = 28.6 has 
not been calculated but must fall between the two 
neighboring curves in Fig. 4. The anticipated effect of 
attraction between the molecules may be seen by com
paring this curve with the curve labeled 2a'/b'kT=8. 

which a little algebra shows is also equivalent to Eq. (24). Inci
dentally, there is a typographical error in their Eq. (6). The 
denominator is supposed to read [(1-8)2+(48/c)J •. 

6 Terrell L. Hill, J. Chern. Phys. 14, 441 (1946). 
7 Terrell L. Hill, J. Chern. Phys. 16, 181 (1948). 
8 However, jS/jL is not a pure entropy factor. In general it 

contributes to both energy (Eq. (7» and entropy. 
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